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First-principles calculations of the �5�310��001� symmetric tilt grain boundary in Cu with Bi, Na, and Ag
substitutional impurities provide evidence that in the phenomenon of Bi embrittlement of Cu grain boundaries
electronic effects do not play a major role; on the contrary, the embrittlement is mostly a structural or “size”
effect. Na is predicted to be nearly as good an embrittler as Bi, whereas Ag does not embrittle the boundary in
agreement with experiment. While we reject the prevailing view that “electronic” effects �i.e., charge transfer�
are responsible for embrittlement, we do not exclude the role of chemistry. However, numerical results show
a striking equivalence between the alkali metal Na and the semimetal Bi, small differences being accounted for
by their contrasting “size” and “softness” �defined here�. In order to separate structural and chemical effects
unambiguously if not uniquely, we model the embrittlement process by taking the system of grain boundary
and free surfaces through a sequence of precisely defined gedanken processes; each of these representing a
putative mechanism. We thereby identify three mechanisms of embrittlement by substitutional impurities, two
of which survive in the case of embrittlement or cohesion enhancement by interstitials. Two of the three are
purely structural and the third contains both structural and chemical elements that by their very nature cannot
be further unraveled. We are able to take the systems we study through each of these stages by explicit
computer simulations and assess the contribution of each to the net reduction in intergranular cohesion. The
conclusion we reach is that embrittlement by both Bi and Na is almost exclusively structural in origin; that is,
the embrittlement is a size effect.
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INTRODUCTION

Impurity-induced embrittlement of metals is an age-old
phenomenon. For the case of bismuth in copper, it was ap-
parently first recorded in the scientific literature in the
1870s,1 becoming a matter of both manufacturing impor-
tance and scientific curiosity in the 20th century. The sugges-
tion that segregation to grain boundaries was the culprit was
made by Cyril S. Smith in a comment to a paper in 1929
�Ref. 2� and this explanation is now generally accepted as the
truth. Perhaps the most dramatic event resulting from grain
boundary segregation embrittlement was the failure of the
Hinkley Point “A” nuclear reactor in 1969.3,4 Given that fast,
brittle failure is a result of the segregation of insoluble im-
purities to grain boundaries, the physical, microscopic origin
of the loss of cohesion is still a matter of intense debate
and controversy, and origins may indeed be different for
different metal and impurity combinations. At issue is the
question: How can impurities segregated to grain boundaries
at concentrations of a monolayer �ML� or less result in re-
duction in fracture toughness amounting to a ductile to brittle
transition?

Opinions are currently divided into two schools of
thought depending on whether it is believed that changes in
the chemical bonding between host atoms due to the pres-
ence of impurities in their neighborhood is the cause of the
embrittlement. The alternative to such electronic mecha-
nisms can loosely be described as a size effect.5–7 The elec-
tronic mechanisms of grain boundary embrittlement can in
turn be divided into grain boundary weakening and grain
boundary stiffening arguments. In the former, the impurities

withdraw some electronic charge from neighboring host at-
oms, which makes their cohesion across the boundary less
strong.8 In the latter, the impurity presence at the boundary
leads to the formation of strong directional bonds, which
make it more difficult for dislocations to glide during deco-
hesion. This leads to local stress piling up in the vicinity of
the grain boundary, and the crystal falls apart in a brittle
manner.9–11

The other group of mechanisms, in which the effects of
electronic charge redistribution do not play a decisive role,
has been relatively little studied.12 As we have recently
argued,13 the well-known effect of the embrittlement of grain
boundaries in copper by bismuth is a perfect illustration of
such embrittlement. Very briefly our arguments were sup-
ported by three independent pieces of evidence obtained dur-

ing a study of the �19a�331��1̄10� symmetric tilt grain
boundary with segregated Bi. First, the electronic structure
showed no evidence of the “white line” in the electron-
energy loss near-edge structure �ELNES� reported experi-
mentally to support the charge transfer principle. �The exis-
tence of the white line has also been called into question on
experimental grounds.14� Second, elastic constants of bulk
Cu with impurities �Bi or Pb� strongly depend on volume,
but not on the presence of the impurity. Third, a Kanzaki
analysis is consistent with a central force model of Cu-Bi
bonding, in which case the ease of dislocation emission from
a crack tip should not be affected by the presence of Bi.

An opposite view was simultaneously expressed by Dus-
cher et al.,15 according to whom the role of Bi at a grain
boundary is to donate some of its electronic charge to the
neighboring copper atoms rendering them “zinc-like” and
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resulting in the weakening of the Cu-Cu bonds across the
boundary. This point of view then falls into the class of elec-
tronic mechanisms. Their conclusion was based on a study of
the �5�310��001� symmetric tilt grain boundary with an ar-
eal density of Bi atoms of 2.9 nm−2 �approximately 0.25 ML
of Bi at the grain boundary plane�. Evidence of charge trans-
fer between Bi and Cu taking place was based upon experi-
mental ELNES spectra. In addition, the authors of Ref. 15
mention that the calculated Bi-induced expansion of the
grain boundary is far too small to be the reason for the grain
boundary becoming weak if a size effect argument were cor-
rect. On the other hand, our recent arguments to support a
size effect included the finding of a large grain boundary
expansion at the �19a Bi segregated grain boundary.13

We decided to address the controversy further by turning
to the �5 copper grain boundary so as to make a direct
comparison with the conclusions of Duscher et al.15 Our the-
oretical calculations presented for the first time here, arrive at
a very different conclusion. The grain boundary expansion
turns out to be larger in our study and we contend that the
grain boundary studied in Ref. 15 was not embrittled—
indeed these authors did not test this point either experimen-
tally or theoretically. We find that at least one monolayer of
Bi at this grain boundary is needed for embrittlement. Under
those circumstances the �5 grain boundary is particularly
susceptible to Bi embrittlement.16 A comparison of the effect
of Bi with that of Na and Ag provides further support for the
principle that in the weakening of Cu grain boundaries by Bi,
charge redistribution plays a negligible role.

More importantly, in this paper we suggest a unified ap-
proach within which the effects of an impurity can be split
into those related to mechanical distortion and to chemical
identities of impurity and host atoms. We then proceed with
our ab initio data to demonstrate how these combine together
to explain the deterioration of grain boundary cohesion for
purely structural reasons.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We briefly sum-
marize the connection between fracture mechanics and ther-
modynamics of decohesion in Sec. I, in order to make clear
how the quantities we calculate relate to fracture toughness.
Section II offers a general approach as to how the various
contributions, which weaken or strengthen a given boundary
can be quantified using explicit calculation of the changes in
total energy during the stages of a thought experiment. Tech-
nical details of the calculations, parameters used, and tests of
the method are described in Sec. III. We present our results
for the pure Cu grain boundary and grain boundaries segre-
gated with Bi, Na, and Ag in Secs. IV–VI. Section VII
aims to identify the dominant mechanism responsible for
grain boundary embrittlement by Bi and Na in terms of
size, stiffness, and chemical properties of the impurity atoms.
The section follows the method outlined in Sec. II. Our
conclusions may be found in Sec. VIII.

I. THERMODYNAMICS OF GRAIN BOUNDARY
EMBRITTLEMENT AND RELATION TO TOTAL ENERGY

IN ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

Grain boundary decohesion is a complex process involv-
ing the propagation of a crack under load and possibly si-

multaneous emission of lattice or partial dislocations. Its
proper description requires atomistic simulations at the me-
soscopic level, which is out of the reach of ab initio tech-
niques. The approach that makes the problem manageable is
due to Rice, Thomson, and Wang.17,18 An atomically sharp
crack at a grain boundary will advance either in brittle or
ductile fashion depending on whether the minimal energy per
unit area of crack advance �energy release rate� required to
emit a single dislocation, Gdisl, is higher or lower than the
energy release rate associated with brittle cleavage of the
crystal along the grain boundary, Gcleav.

17,19 If Gcleav�Gdisl,
the crack remains atomically sharp during decohesion, which
is therefore brittle, otherwise the system begins to emit dis-
locations, which blunt the crack. In practice, Gdisl can be
accessed through the anisotropic theory of crystal defects; for
typical, pure Cu grain boundaries, Gdisl falls in the region
1–2 J /m2 �Ref. 20�. Our task is thereby reduced to deter-
mining whether segregation may reduce Gcleav to a value sig-
nificantly lower that this, hence triggering a ductile to brittle
transition.

As regards Gcleav, in the limit of perfectly elastic brittle
fracture, neglecting lattice trapping and energy dissipation
through phonon emission, it represents the reversible work
needed to convert unit area of grain boundary into twice that
area of free surface. The analysis is greatly complicated by
impurity segregation compared to fracture in pure materials.
This is because, whereas it may be taken that the impurity at
the grain boundary prior to fracture is in equilibrium with
that in the adjoining crystals, having an excess concentration
�gb per unit area, the concentration profile at the surface
cannot generally be predicted a priori. As pointed out by
Seah,5 and by Hirth and Rice21 one may imagine two limit-
ing cases. In the first we suppose that the growth of the crack
is slow compared to the rate of concentration equilibration
between the surfaces produced and their underlying bulk. In
that case the grain boundary and surface excess concentra-
tions of impurity are at all times in accord with the equilib-
rium adsorption isotherms and depend only on the tempera-
ture and bulk concentrations, and we identify Gcleav with the
work of adhesion,22

Wad = 2�s − �gb. �1�

Here, �gb and �s are the energies per unit area of the grain
boundary and surface whose impurity concentrations are
such as to be in equilibrium with the bulk. Equation �1� is
known as the Young-Dupré equation23 when used to analyze
the equilibrium contact angle at a droplet on a surface. It is
relevant in fracture only if the impurity diffuses very rapidly
in the bulk, for example, in instances of hydrogen embrittle-
ment. The second case is applicable here, namely, that the
growth of the crack is so rapid that the impurity remaining at
the surfaces has no time to come into equilibrium with the
underlying bulk. Indeed, at best some surface diffusion may
occur as the crack is opening and one may suppose a local
equilibrium21 is achieved in the surface layer of host and
impurity atoms.64 In that case one identifies Gcleav with the
reversible work of separation22 under the constraint that bulk
diffusion is suppressed. As now the number of particles, and
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not their chemical potentials, are fixed during the separation
we obtain

Gcleav = Wsep��gb� =
1

A
�2Gs� 1

2�gb� − Ggb��gb�� , �2�

where A is the surface area, G is the excess Gibbs free en-
ergy of a representative piece of material containing either
the grain boundary �before decohesion� or the surface �after
decohesion�, �gb is the impurity excess at the grain boundary
before cleavage, and we assume that the impurity is evenly
distributed between the two newly created surfaces. The ex-
cess in Eq. �2� is taken with respect to the adjoining bulk
phases.

To express Eq. �2� in terms of surface and grain boundary
energies, one can follow the analysis of Hirth
and Rice.21 Under the condition that the bulk impurity
concentration is dilute we may write

Wsep��gb� = 2�s� 1
2�gb� − �gb + ��i� − �i��gb. �3�

This may be useful in revealing two differences between the
“slow” and “fast” limiting cases. In finding Eq. �3� it is nec-
essary to regard the surface atomic layer as a thermodynamic
system, uncoupled from the underlying bulk. The impurity
atoms have a chemical potential �i�, different from their
chemical potential �i in the bulk and at the grain boundary
prior to fracture. One can then interpret �s� 1

2�gb� as the sur-
face energy of a crystal whose bulk composition is such that
its equilibrium surface excess is 1

2�gb. Secondly, the final
term in Eq. �3� may be interpreted as the energy released to
the impurity atoms as a result of the change in chemical
potential on finding themselves out of equilibrium with the
underlying bulk. This illustrates the point that one would
always expect the work of adhesion to be smaller than the
work of separation.

Both of the limiting cases embodied in Eqs. �1� and �2�,
may alternatively be formulated in terms of the work of ad-
hesion or separation of the equivalent grain boundary in pure
material A, say, Wsep�A�, plus terms accounting for the pres-
ence of impurity.5,6 In the case of “fast” fracture, if one ne-
glects a small contribution to Wsep associated with the change
of configurational entropy when a grain boundary with
impurity splits into surfaces, Eq. �2� becomes:6

Gcleav = Wsep�B� = Wsep�A� − Gseg�Bs� + Gseg�B� , �4�

where B denotes material with segregant, as in Fig. 1, and
Gseg�Bs� and Gseg�B� are the segregation free energies per
unit area of surface and grain boundary, respectively. Equa-
tion �4� may be interpreted to imply that an impurity, which
segregates more readily to a free surface than to a grain
boundary, will cause a reduction in work of separation, or
conversely will lead to grain boundary cohesion
enhancement.18 It is worth repeating that a reduction in work
of separation does not necessarily imply embrittlement,
which in the simplified picture advocated here requires that
Gcleav�Gdisl.

In our ab initio supercell calculations the effect of tem-
perature is neglected, hence we approximate the Gibbs free
energies Ggb and Gs in Eq. �2� with total energies Egb and Es

of the supercells containing the grain boundary and the sur-
face, respectively. Correspondingly, the segregation free en-
ergies in Eq. �4� are estimated as the energy required to re-
move all the impurity from the interface and distribute it in
the bulk.

The assumption that impurity atoms distribute evenly be-
tween the surfaces in Eq. �2� may be removed in a straight-
forward way. Modification to any arbitrary distribution is
allowed as long as the surface excesses sum up to that at the
grain boundary. For example, if one of the surfaces stays
bare, 2Gs� 1

2�gb� in Eq. �2� must be replaced with Gs��gb�
+Gs�0�. In principle, one should choose the distribution that
minimizes the sum of the “surface” Gibbs free energies Gs
and therefore the work of separation �2�. In our study, we
consider two limiting cases having either equal distribution,
or all impurities residing on one of the two surfaces. The
difference is generally rather modest; experiment usually
shows an even distribution of Bi between the surfaces.24

FIG. 1. General scheme for the discussion of embrittlement
mechanisms due to boundary weakening by impurity segregation. A
and B denote the fully relaxed equilibrium unsegregated and segre-
gated grain boundaries, respectively. Boundary C is created by sub-
stituting impurity atoms in B �black spheres� with vacancies �white
spheres� without further relaxation, and D is created from A in the
same way. As–Ds denote the free surfaces into which grain bound-
aries A–D cleave. Path A→D→C→B refers to substitutional im-
purities, whereas path A→C→B applies to interstitial impurities.
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II. STRUCTURAL AND CHEMICAL EMBRITTLEMENT

In this section we define the concepts of “structural em-
brittlement” and “chemical embrittlement” precisely. While
there is no unique definition that can unambiguously separate
structural from chemical effects, we seek a definition that is
practical and could be used to rationalize results for many
different systems. For this reason a general definition should
be unambiguous and independent of the components, includ-
ing both interstitial and substitutional impurities. For future
applications we formulate such a general definition, although
the calculations described in this paper are for substitutional
impurities only. Furthermore, some modification to the fol-
lowing discussion will need to be made to describe the
“slow” fracture of Eq. �1�.

A. Intermediate configurations

In order to proceed we need to define a number of hypo-
thetical reference systems �see Fig. 1�, which we denote A,
B, C, and D. Each system is in the form of a grain boundary
of unit area and separated surfaces, the latter being
distinguished from the grain boundary by the suffix s.

These systems refer to a given host and impurity combi-
nation, a given grain boundary, and a given distribution of
impurity atoms at the boundary. A system comprising sepa-
rated surfaces should have exactly the same total number of
atoms of each species as the corresponding grain boundary,
so that bulk quantities will cancel out of all the relevant
energy differences, as described by works of separation. To
avoid a complicated treatment of ensembles that would be
required to deal with more concentrated solutions, we as-
sume that on the length scale of a supercell65 the bulk can be
treated as pure host. The systems are defined as follows:

A: The relaxed grain boundary of the pure host;
As: The relaxed, separated surfaces corresponding to A;
B: The relaxed grain boundary of the host with segregated

impurity atoms;
Bs: The relaxed, separated surfaces corresponding to B;
C: The same atomic structure as B, with impurity atoms

removed from the impurity sites defined in B but no further
relaxation. We refer to the imprint of these absent impurities
as “ghosts” since they define forces that maintain the host
atoms in a distorted structure, but make no other direct con-
tribution to the energy. For substitutional impurities a ghost
is a more or less strained vacancy. For interstitial impurities
a ghost is a center of strain in the host lattice without missing
atoms;

Cs: The same atomic structure as Bs, with impurity atoms
removed from the impurity sites defined in Bs but no further
relaxation;

D: This system is only relevant for substitutional impuri-
ties such as those discussed in the rest of this paper. It is the
same structure as A, with host atoms removed from the im-
purity sites defined in B but no further relaxation;

Ds: The same atomic structure as As, with host atoms
removed from the impurity sites defined in Bs but no further
relaxation.

Some points of clarification may help to visualize these
systems. Note first that A, As, B, and Bs label fully relaxed

structures, whereas C, Cs, D, and Ds label notional structures
we set up in the computer using the atomic positions found
for the relaxed systems. The works of separation for each
system are defined as the differences in total energy, for ex-
ample, for system A

Wsep�A� = E�As� − E�A� . �5�

Although we would prefer E to mean the Gibbs free energy,
for simplicity of calculation we use as a surrogate the total
energy at 0 K �see Sec. I�. A more exact calculation could be
made in principle, to include phonon free energies in the
harmonic approximation.

If the impurity is detrimental to cohesion, the work of
separation of our embrittled boundary B is less than the work
of separation of the clean boundary Wsep�A�−Wsep�B��0.
As summarized in Sec. I, this picture of grain boundary
weakening is equivalent to the statement that surface
segregation is energetically preferred to grain boundary
segregation, that is, from Eq. �4�,

Wsep�A� − Wsep�B� = Gseg�Bs� − Gseg�B� � 0. �6�

These formulations of the difference show how the bulk en-
ergies, including the energy contribution of dissolved impu-
rities, cancel out. We are now in a position to discuss what
we mean by a “size effect” or “structural effect” as opposed
to a “chemical effect.”

B. Size effects and chemical effects

Leaving aside for the moment chemical effects, we might
regard a misfitting impurity in the bulk as storing energy
mechanically, like a compressed or stretched spring. The
stored energy is fully released when the impurity segregates
to a surface, but only partially released when the impurity
segregates to a grain boundary. This would be a simple me-
chanical picture of the origin of the embrittlement. However,
it is unsatisfactory without specifying what happens to the
stored energy. Consider the case of an oversized and there-
fore substitutional impurity. If it found a sufficiently loose
site at the grain boundary, it could eliminate the strain energy
and lower the grain boundary energy by segregating there. In
this case there would be no further reduction in stored energy
on cleavage. The net effect would therefore be an increase in
Wsep. While the stored energy in an oversized, compressed
impurity is likely to be a driving force for getting it to a
boundary, what matters for embrittlement is how much of
this energy is stored in the boundary, to be released on cleav-
age. It is stored in three ways: �i� as broken host-host bonds,
because the impurity substitutes for the host, �ii� as stretched
host-host bonds, and �iii� in the compressed or expanded
impurity atoms themselves.

If the impurity is interstitial, the first of these is irrelevant,
since we suppose that no host-host bonds in the boundary are
broken by the presence of the impurity. The first two contri-
butions are illustrated in Fig. 1 by the paths labeled “host
removal �HR�→substitutional structure �SS�” and “intersti-
tial structure �IS�,” respectively. System D was introduced
solely for the purpose of quantifying the magnitude of the
substitutional effect by removing the effects of bond stretch-
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ing. Accordingly, we define the following contributions to
the path from A to C for substitutional structures:

HR = Wsep�D� − Wsep�A� , �7�

SS = Wsep�C� − Wsep�D� , �8�

and for interstitial impurities,

IS = Wsep�C� − Wsep�A� .

The final step around the diagram in Fig. 1, labeled
“chemical+compressed impurity �CC�,” takes the system
from C to B;

CC = Wsep�B� − Wsep�C� . �9�

This is where the chemistry of the impurity comes into play.
Notice that in this step the host atoms are in the same posi-
tions with and without the impurity, so no further energy
change is associated with the energy stored in the host lat-
tice. However, if we are thinking mechanically, there may
still be some energy released by volume relaxation of the
impurities in going from the grain boundaries to the surfaces.
We might expect this to be more significant when the grain
boundary concentration is low, in which case there are still
some host-host bonds holding the impurities in a state of
compression, compared to the case of, e.g., a monolayer of
segregation, in which the local volumes of the impurities are
much more relaxed. However, it does not seem possible or
useful in the step from C to B to try to separate this from the
chemical contribution, which contains the energy of the
impurity-host bonds that are broken. Note that our IS and CC
mechanisms are, respectively, the “mechanical” and “chemi-
cal” contributions identified in Refs. 25 and 26 in the context
of interstitial impurities.

What would be the likely effect of the contributions just
considered on the work of separation? The HR mechanism
should decrease Wsep since removal of a host atom cuts more
bonds at a grain boundary than at a surface. Conversely, the
CC step is expected to increase Wsep, although the necessity
to squeeze an oversized impurity while inserting it into a
grain boundary acts so as to reduce the effect. The reduction
should be most pronounced for tight grain boundary sites or
large and soft impurity species. �By “large” and “soft” we
imply a measure such as found in Table VI, below.� Finally,
the SS step must decrease Wsep for an oversized impurity, as
the only way for such an impurity to accommodate itself at
the grain boundary is to push the grains apart, whereas at a
free surface it may protrude into the vacuum without signifi-
cantly distorting its surrounding host atoms.

The interstitial impurity case reduces to the competition
between only two mechanisms �IS and CC�; the result can be
of either sign.12,25,26 Interestingly, the IS mechanism tends to
strengthen the boundary for small impurities �H, B, C, N,
and O� as they distort free surfaces more than grain bound-
aries by occupying subsurface sites, whereas the effect of the
CC mechanism can be either positive or negative depending
on the nature of chemical bonds formed between impurities
and host atoms.25,26 Indeed, in Ref 26 it is found that B and
C enhance the cohesion of grain boundaries in Mo, while N
and O reduce the work of separation; the contribution of the

CC mechanism also acts to lower Wsep if the impurity is C,
O, or N, while only for B does the CC mechanism lead to
cohesion enhancement at their grain boundary in Mo.

We show in what follows that one can carry the system
around the gedanken path in Fig. 1 explicitly by calculating
the quantities defined by Eqs. �7�–�9� and hence identify the
magnitudes of the size and chemical contributions to grain
boundary decohesion.

III. CALCULATION DETAILS

We have calculated the atomic and electronic structure of
the �5 grain boundary in copper from first principles using
the full potential LMTO method as implemented in the NFP
code.27 In this code, wave functions and charge density are
expanded in smooth Hankel functions having an energy −�2

and a smoothing radius rsm defined such that beyond rsm
smooth and singular Hankel functions are not appreciably
different. For each atom type we employ two such envelope
functions for each angular momentum quantum number up
to some �max. These are augmented inside atomic spheres
with numerical solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation;
all relativistic effects except spin-orbit coupling are included;
the core is permitted to relax to self-consistency but is treated
as spherical. In the interstitial region outside the atomic
spheres, the Poisson equation is solved analytically in the
smooth Hankel basis and the exchange-correlation energy
and potential are obtained through a real space grid represen-
tation. We use the local density approximation �LDA� in the
parametrization of von Barth and Hedin, modified by
Moruzzi et al.28,29 Basis function parameters and atomic-
sphere radii used in our study are shown in Table I. For Bi
we additionally included a localized orbital to allow the Bi
5d semicore to be treated as a valence state in addition to the
6d valence state.

Some bulk properties of Cu and Bi obtained in our LDA
calculations are listed in Table II where they are compared
with experiment and other LDA calculations. Figure 2 shows
calculated energy-volume curves for bulk Bi. In agreement
with experiment, the rhombohedral A7 structure has the low-
est energy. With pressure increasing, the A7 curve gradually
merges into the simple cubic curve, the rhombohedral angle
steadily increasing towards 60° and the internal coordinate u
tending to its symmetrical value of 0.25. However, at a pres-
sure of 4.2 GPa the A7 curve is intersected by the bcc curve.
In experiment, the bcc structure becomes stable above
7.7 GPa, although there are two more phases, Bi-II and Bi-
III, which appear between A7 and bcc.31 These are rather
complex and were not considered in our study.

The grain boundary was represented in our calculations
with a periodic supercell containing two identical grain
boundaries separated by nineteen �310� layers �38 atoms�.
The equilibrium width of the grain boundary was determined
by stretching the supercell along the interface normal and
finding the minimum of the total energy of the resulting re-
laxed supercell as a function of the stretch. The lateral di-
mensions of the supercell were fixed by the theoretical equi-
librium lattice parameter of the bulk fcc copper �Table II�.
Atomic positions were fully relaxed in each of the supercells
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considered until the forces dropped below 1 m Ry/bohr. No
finite temperature effects were taken into account. As the
equilibrium structure of the �5�310��001� grain boundary in
Cu is well known from previous theoretical40 and
experimental15 studies, in our calculations we have not at-
tempted to further optimize the atomic structure of the grain
boundary by shifting the adjacent grains laterally. To mini-
mize systematic errors in calculating the work of separation,
the energy of free surfaces was obtained using the same su-
percell, in which about half of the copper layers were re-
placed with the vacuum so that no grain boundary remains.
For the same reason, we filled the whole supercell with at-
oms �so-called “space-filling slab” geometry� for the refer-

ence bulk calculations. For calculating grain boundary and
surface excess free energies �Eq. �2�� at different coverages
and hence different stoichiometries of the slabs we employ
standard formulas41,42 taking the chemical potentials of the
components from bulk calculations.

Calculations were done for impurity atoms �Bi, Na, or
Ag� replacing 0, 1 �“loose” site, see Fig. 3�, and 2 atoms at
the grain boundary plane, which we refer to as 0, 0.5, and
1 ML coverage, respectively. In addition, we considered the
grain boundary with Bi at 0.25 ML coverage by doubling the
supercell along the �001� tilt axis and replacing every other
Cu atom in the “loose” position with Bi. In all supercell
calculations, a 16�10�2 Monkhorst-Pack mesh of k points

TABLE I. The double basis set parameters used in the present study: atomic radius, ra; smoothing radii,
rsm; and energetic parameters, −�2 for each angular momentum �. Radii ra are chosen so that atomic spheres
would not overlap by more than a few percent in all configurations considered.

Species
ra

�bohr�

rsm /ra −�2, Ry

�=0 �=1 �=2 �=3 �=0 �=1 �=2 �=3

Cu 2.238 0.761 0.667 0.442 −0.600 −0.400 −0.400

0.761 0.831 0.417 −1.000 −1.000 −1.000

Bi 2.450 0.801 0.756 0.486 0.800 −0.911 −0.374 −0.400 −0.400

0.801 0.756 0.486 0.800 −3.000 −3.000 −1.000

Na 2.450 0.569 0.582 0.469 −1.636 −0.400 −0.400

0.569 0.582 0.469 −2.000 −2.000 −2.000

Ag 2.450 0.528 0.551 0.408 −1.031 −0.400 −0.555

0.528 0.551 0.408 −3.000 −3.000 −3.000

TABLE II. The bulk properties of Cu and Bi: lattice constant, a0; rhombohedral angle, 	; internal coordinate, u of the equilibrium crystal
structure �fcc for Cu and A7 for Bi�; structural energy differences, 
E� �with respect to that structure�; bulk modulus, B; and elastic
constants, C�= �c11−c12� /2 and c44, obtained in the present study, other scalar relativistic �unless indicated otherwise� LDA calculations, and
experiment.

Cu Bi

Our LDA Other LDA Experiment Our LDA Other LDA Experiment

a0 �Å� 3.5270 3.53,a 3.52b 3.6146g 4.6211 4.62,a 4.528h 4.7460h

3.58,c 3.52d

	 58.25° 58.23°,a 58.93°e 57.23°h

u 0.2370 0.238,a 0.238e 0.2341h


Efcc �mRy� 0 0 0 11.4


Ebcc �mRy� 2.7 2.9,a 3.2f 7.0


Esc �mRy� 39.4 40.0f 1.5

B �GPa� 185.9 190,a 192,b 137i 43.4 46,a 51a 38.2h

153,c 190d

C� �GPa� 31.2 35,a 27.2,c 25d 23.5j

c44 �GPa� 98.9 99,a 86,c 80d 75j

aUltrasoft pseudopotentials, Refs. 13 and 34.
bLAPW, Ref. 35.
cFull-potential LMTO, nonrelativistic, Ref. 36.
dFull-potential LAPW, Ref. 37.
eNorm-conserving pseudopotentials, Ref. 38.

fLAPW, Ref. 39.
gRef. 30.
hRef. 31.
iRef. 32.
jRef. 33.
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was employed with a Methfessel-Paxton broadening factor43

of 5 m Ry. To represent the smooth interstitial electronic
density,27 a 24�38�152 real space mesh was employed. In
practical terms, a significant speedup of the calculations was
achieved by performing the relaxation first with a somewhat
reduced set of parameters �8�4�2 k-point mesh and an
18�25�96 real space mesh� employing the criterion that
forces were stabilized within 1–2 m Ry/bohr, and then fur-
ther optimizing the positions using the finer set of meshes. A
typical difference between the work of separation and grain
boundary expansion obtained with either set of parameters,
0.05 J /m2 and 2 pm, respectively, can be taken as a “pessi-
mistic” estimation of the convergence of our calculations
with respect to the number of k points and to the size of the
real space mesh. Fully relaxed calculations of the impurity
atoms in Cu bulk were done using 32 atom cubic cells with
an 8�8�8 k-point mesh and a 48�48�48 real space
mesh.

IV. PURE COPPER �5 GRAIN BOUNDARY

The atomic structure of the relaxed �5�310��001� sym-
metric tilt grain boundary in pure Cu obtained in the present
study, is shown in Fig. 3�a�, as viewed along the �001� direc-
tion. It contains two alternating �001� planes separated by
half the lattice constant, a0, shown with larger and smaller
circles. It can be imagined as a mirror related twin boundary
structure in which one of the two �310� boundary planes in
either grain bordering the mirror plane is removed, while the
other one collapses into the grain boundary plane. The same
structure can be obtained by arranging a suitable lateral shift
for the upper half of the original twin with subsequent
relaxation.40 One ends up with two nonequivalent atoms at
the grain boundary plane, one being in the “loose” environ-
ment and the other being in the “tight” environment. The
former provides a natural substitutional site for an oversized
impurity. A recent scanning transmission electron micro-
scope image of the grain boundary15 is very similar to that
depicted in Fig. 3�a�. The calculated grain boundary energy
�Table III� is in good agreement with semiempirical data. In
addition, the �5 results listed in the table are close to those

of ab initio calculations obtained for the �19a�331��1̄10�
grain boundary in pure Cu.13 The works of separation of both

TABLE III. The energy of the �310� surface �s and of the
�5�310��001� grain boundary �gb, the grain boundary width w
�grain boundary excess volume per unit area�, and the work of
separation Wsep, in pure Cu. Experimental data and the results of
other calculations are given in parentheses. For comparison, the

results for the �19a�331��1̄10� grain boundary and �331� surface
�Refs. 13 and 34� are also shown.

Pure Cu �5 �19ad

w �Å� 0.28 0.22

�s �J /m2� 2.21 �1.77a� 2.07

�gb �J /m2� 1.07 �0.980,b 0.888c� 1.04

Wsep �J /m2� 3.35 3.10

aExperimental polycrystalline, Ref. 44.
bFinnis-Sinclair many-body potentials, Ref. 45.
cEAM, Ref. 40.
dUltrasoft pseudopotentials, Refs. 13 and 34.

FIG. 2. Energy-volume curves for bulk Bi. A fragment of the
respective enthalpy-pressure plot near the bcc-A7 crossover is
shown in the inset. The energy and enthalpy are measured relative
to those of Bi�A7� at zero pressure.

FIG. 3. Relaxed atomic structure of the Cu �5�310��001� grain boundary: �a� Pure copper; �b� with 0.5 ML of Bi; and �c� with 1 ML of
Bi at the grain boundary plane. Notice that in the pure grain boundary �a� there are two inequivalent atomic positions in the boundary plane.
We refer to these as “loose” �the larger circle� and “tight” �the smaller circle� to illustrate the average distance of the nearest neighbors.
Naturally we expect a larger atom preferentially to select the“loose” site to occupy.
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grain boundaries are sufficiently large to ensure that the
boundaries are ductile according to the criterion Wsep�Gdisl
�1–2 J /m2 as they should be.

V. COPPER �5 GRAIN BOUNDARY WITH BISMUTH

The relaxed atomic positions of the �5 grain boundary
with 0.5 ML of Bi are shown in Fig. 3�b�; those for the
0.25 ML of Bi are very similar except that the grain bound-
ary expansion is about half as large �see Table IV�.

We define the grain boundary expansion as the difference
per grain boundary between the lengths of supercells with
and without impurity atoms, noting that supercells contain
the same number of atoms since our impurities are substitu-
tional. In view of the large discrepancy in the grain boundary
expansion of 50.9 pm for the 0.5 ML Bi segregated grain
boundary obtained in the present study compared with the
calculation of Duscher et al.,15 namely 7–10 pm, using the
ultrasoft pseudopotentials �USPP� within the VASP code,46

we have additionally computed the expansion of one of the
�19a boundaries with 1 ML of Bi, for which we already
knew the USPP result obtained with the VASP code.34 As the
NFP and VASP expansions were found to agree within 6%

�102 and 108 pm, respectively� we can safely conclude that
the grain boundary expansions listed in Table IV are the
correct results within the local density approximation.

The work of separation and the grain boundary expansion
in Table IV are also plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 against the Bi
excess at the boundary. Up to 0.5 ML of Bi, both quantities
comfortably fall on a straight line, meaning that while Bi
atoms fill the “loose” sites their effect is additive.

Although the work of separation decreases as Bi progres-
sively substitutes Cu at the “loose” sites of the grain bound-
ary, even at 0.5 ML it remains larger than Gdisl, which im-
plies that up to that coverage, the boundary is ductile. This
will have been the situation in the work of Duscher et al.15

From experiment it is known that the �5 grain boundary is
severely embrittled by Bi.16,47 We therefore proceeded to add
more Bi at the grain boundary by replacing Cu both at the
“loose” and “tight” sites �1 ML�. In this calculation we did
not fully optimize the grain boundary structure with respect
to rigid lateral shifts of the grains, however, we removed the
mirror symmetry constraint so that the grains could move
during the atomic relaxation if they wished. As can be seen
in Fig. 3�c�, the relaxed structure of the grain boundary does
show a significant lateral displacement of the grains; in ad-
dition, the Bi layer substantially buckles giving rise to a large
increase in the grain boundary width. The buckling of the

TABLE IV. Grain boundary expansion and work of separation of the �5�310��001� Cu grain boundary
with impurities. Grain boundary coverage of 0.5 ML and surface coverage of 1 ML correspond to an areal
density of 5.08 impurity atoms per nm2.

Impurity excess �ML�

Cu Bi Ag Na

0.25 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1

Grain boundary expansion � �pm� 0 25.7 50.9 159.2 13.0 44.5 31.1 154.6

Segregation energy �eV�:
to the �310� surface 0 3.11 3.01 0.77 0.77 3.00 2.70

to the grain boundary 0 1.69 1.63 1.54 0.79 0.46 1.34 1.26

Wsep �J /m2�:
into 0.5+0.5 surfaces 3.35 2.15 0.96 3.37 2.84 2.00 1.00

into 1+0 surfaces 3.35 2.77 2.23 1.85 3.36 2.24

FIG. 4. Dependence of the work of separation on the impurity
excess at the �5�310��001� Cu grain boundary: Bi �open circles�,
Na �filled circles�, and Ag �filled squares�. FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for the grain boundary expansion.
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grain boundary plane is due to large Bi atoms being too close
to each other, perhaps the structure shown in Fig. 3�c� can be
considered as a precursor of the grain boundary faceting,
which is often detected at Cu grain boundaries with Bi.48–50

Specifically in the �5 grain boundary, some “roughening”
has been reported.45

The work of separation of the Cu grain boundary with
1 ML of Bi drops below 1 J/m2, which we take as an indi-
cation that the threshold concentration of the impurity re-
quired to embrittle the grain boundary, has been reached.
Note in passing that the way in which impurity atoms dis-
tribute themselves between the surfaces after cleavage turns
out to be of little importance; the case of equal distribution
�denoted as “0.5+0.5” in Table IV�, is marginally lower in
energy than the case when all Bi atoms reside on one of the
surfaces �“1+0” in Table IV�. The exception is the “1+0”
separation of the 1 ML grain boundary demonstrating a siz-
able increase of Wsep.

The segregation energies of Bi to the grain boundary de-
pend weakly on Bi concentration there �which is just another
way to say that the Wsep��� dependence is linear� and are
significantly smaller than the segregation energies to the free
�310� surface, as is expected for an embrittling impurity �see
Sec. I�. Our grain boundary segregation energies are compa-
rable to those obtained for the �19a boundary,13 namely,
1.32 eV for 0.5 ML and 1.58 eV for 1 ML per impurity
atom. The experimentally reported Gibbs segregation free
energy to the �5 boundary at T=700 °C is Gseg
=0.92±0.11 eV—markedly smaller than our theoretical val-
ues. This was, however, the largest segregation energy
among all the grain boundaries studied in Ref. 45. The dif-
ference may well be due to the effect of vibrational entropy.
McLean51 argued that the segregation to grain boundaries of
solute atoms sufficiently larger or smaller than the host at-
oms, results in the atomic packing becoming denser at the
grain boundary, hence the vibrational entropy of the grain
boundary region may decrease. A decrease of the vibrational
entropy has been recently predicted for Ag segregating to the
�5 grain boundary plane in Cu.52

VI. COPPER �5 GRAIN BOUNDARY WITH SODIUM
AND SILVER

If Bi embrittlement is a purely structural effect, which has
nothing to do with Bi’s chemical identity, then the same be-
havior is expected from other elements which, say, are of
about the same size as Bi and are not engaged in any strong
chemical bonding with the host atoms �see Sec. II for a more
detailed discussion of structural embrittlement�. In Ref. 13 it
was shown that Pb behaves very similarly to Bi. One can
argue, however, that since Bi and Pb are neighbors in the
Periodic Table, such similarity is indeed expected. We there-
fore decided to pick an element as different to Bi as possible,
from which only structural embrittlement is expected. For
this reason, we chose the alkali metal Na. Like Bi it does not
form any stable compounds with Cu and has vanishingly
small solubility.53 Indeed, the calculated enthalpy of solution
of Na in fcc Cu is as large as that of Bi �Table V�. In addi-
tion, the lattice constants of Na and Bi, both calculated in a

hypothetical fcc structure, are close to each other and much
larger than the lattice constant of Cu �Table VI�. Na, how-
ever, is a much softer species than Bi as is exemplified by its
smaller bulk modulus �Table VI� and solute dilation volume
�Table V�.

The other element that we have chosen for comparison is
Ag for it is known that silver does not embrittle Cu. The
lattice constant of fcc Ag is nevertheless larger than that of
Cu, and the heat of solution of Ag in Cu is positive, although
these are not as extreme as for either Bi or Na. The experi-
mental Ag-Cu phase diagram shows noticeable solubility of
Ag in Cu �up to 5%�, but without the formation of stable
compounds.53

The grain boundary calculations with Na and Ag were
done in the same way as for Bi. The expansion of the grain
boundary with 0.5 ML of Na is smaller compared to Bi,
however, the grain boundary with 1.0 ML of Na expands
by almost the same amount as with Bi �see Table IV and
Fig. 5�. This can be understood assuming that Na is a softer
species than Bi, but of slightly larger size �see Table VI� and
taking into account that the falloff of the mutual attraction
between Cu grains with distance is faster than linear. In

TABLE V. Enthalpy of solution Hs and the relative dilation
volume d /0 per impurity atom of Bi, Ag, and Na in bulk fcc Cu.
d is defined as the difference of the equilibrium volumes of the
cell with and without impurity at a constant number of atoms, and
0 is the equilibrium atomic volume of pure Cu. The last column
gives the formation enthalpy �in eV� and formation volume �in units
of 0� of a vacancy in bulk Cu.

Impurity Bi Ag Na Vacancy

Hs �eV�:
This work 1.66 0.50 1.73 1.27

Other calculations 1.7a 0.83b 1.33,b,f 1.29g

Experiment 0.39c 1.28h

d /0:

This work 1.40 0.54 0.67 0.64

Other calculations 1.3a 0.64b, 0.52d 0.70b,d

Experiment 0.45,e 0.58e 0.75h

aUltrasoft pseudopotentials, Refs. 13 and 34.
bLSGF, unrelaxed, Refs. 54.
cExperiment, Ref. 55.
dFP-KKR, Ref. 56.
eExperiment, Ref. 57.
fFP-LMTO, Ref. 58.
gFP-KKR, Ref. 59.
hExperiment, Ref. 60.

TABLE VI. Lattice constant a0 and bulk modulus B of the im-
purity species calculated in a bulk fcc structure. These data may be
used as a measure of the relative “size” and “softness” of atoms.

Impurity Cu Bi Ag Na

a0 �Å� 3.5270 4.9048 4.0218 4.9779

B �GPa� 185.9 64.7 135.3 15.8
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all other respects Bi and Na behave strikingly similar �see
Table IV and Fig. 4�. In particular, we observe that Na ren-
ders the grain boundary brittle at 1 ML coverage. This is our
prediction, as no experimental studies of Na at Cu grain
boundaries seem to exist. However, there are indications that
Na can embrittle Cu in the context of liquid metal
embrittlement.61

The similarity between Bi and Na provides evidence that
charge transfer effects are of negligible importance. If,
for example, the major cause of the embrittlement was the
weakening of Cu-Cu bonds due to the transfer of electrons
from Bi to Cu as proposed in Ref. 15, then a free electron
metal such as Na would have led to even stronger embrittle-
ment, say, at 1 ML coverage where the grain boundary ex-
pansion for Bi and Na is the same. This is not observed in
our calculations.

Silver, on the other hand, does not bring about any sig-
nificant decrease of Wsep even at 1 ML �Table IV and Fig. 4�.
In fact, at 0.5 ML coverage it even slightly strengthens the
boundary, despite a small expansion of the latter. Such a
peculiar situation arises because Ag atoms turn out to be of
just the right size to replace Cu at the “loose” sites. The
resulting denser packing at the grain boundary thus compen-
sates the replacement of Cu-Cu bonds with slightly weaker
Cu-Ag bonds. As the “loose” site is an especially good fit for
an Ag atom, we see a large decrease in the grain boundary
segregation energy in going from 0.5 to 1 ML.

VII. HOW DOES BISMUTH EMBRITTLE COPPER?

In accordance with the analysis presented in Sec. II, we
have created intermediate configurations C and D defined in

Sec. II A, which together with fully relaxed pure �B� and
segregated systems �B� form a complete set of data required.
The works of separation for each of these configurations cor-
responding to 0.5 and 1 ML coverages are listed in Table
VII. These works of separation are further split into surface
and grain boundary contributions in terms of the segregation
energies in Table VIII. Finally, Table IX shows the changes
of Wsep invoked by transitions between the configurations
A–D that give the contributions of the substitutional struc-
ture �SS�, host removal �HR�, and chemical+compressed im-
purity �CC� mechanisms �see Eqs. �7�–�9� in Sec. II B�.

For the �5 grain boundary containing 0.5 ML of Bi,
which is not yet embrittled, we observe that the removal of
host atoms from pure boundary sites that will become occu-
pied by Bi �the HR mechanism� strongly dominates and al-
most fully accounts for the total decrease of Wsep in Table IX.
The effect of mechanical distortion �the SS mechanism� is
modest and is similar in magnitude to the effect of insertion
of Bi back into a vacant site—the CC mechanism. This
mechanism always acts so as to strengthen the boundary.
This is exactly what one would expect from Ag but perhaps
not from Bi if one subscribed to the “electronic” point of
view. Since the compressed impurity contribution can only
decrease Wsep, yet CC is positive, it is clear that the chemical
mechanism is a large effect tending to increase the work of
separation. Even though the grain boundary C is pre-
stretched, the fact that replacing a vacancy even with Bi
increases the intergranular cohesion is yet another demon-
stration that the electronic grain boundary weakening mecha-
nism of embrittlement can be safely ruled out. The introduc-
tion of Bi divorced from any other effect does not weaken the
boundary—it strengthens it.

TABLE VII. Works of separation Wsep �in J /m2� corresponding to configurations A–D in Fig. 1 for
impurity coverages of 0.5 and 1 ML. The configuration A �pure boundary� of course does not depend on
impurity coverage.

Impurity A

0.5 ML 1 ML

B C D B C D

Bi 3.35 2.15 1.81 2.20 0.96 0.13 1.38

Na 3.35 2.00 1.97 2.20 1.00 0.14 1.38

Ag 3.35 3.37 2.17 2.20 2.84 1.01 1.38

TABLE VIII. Impurity segregation energies �in eV per impurity atom� related to Wsep in Table VII by
virtue of Eq. �4�. The sign convention is such that a positive energy means that the impurity wants to
segregate. Note that the impurity in configurations C and D is actually a vacancy, both in the bulk and at the
interface �see Sec. II�.

Impurity

0.5 ML 1 ML

B C D B C D

surf gb surf gb surf gb surf gb surf gb surf gb

Bi 3.11 1.63 1.18 −0.71 1.20 −0.22 3.01 1.54 1.23 −0.75 1.22 0.02

Na 3.00 1.34 1.24 −0.46 1.20 −0.22 2.70 1.26 1.27 −0.70 1.22 0.02

Ag 0.77 0.79 1.21 −0.25 1.20 −0.22 0.77 0.46 1.25 −0.19 1.22 0.02
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Increasing Bi coverage to 1.0 ML results in a much larger
expansion of the grain boundary. The SS contribution in-
creases substantially giving almost half of the overall de-
crease of Wsep. The HR term still dominates, since twice as
many Cu atoms are removed from the grain boundary plane.
Correspondingly, the positive CC contribution also increases,
but the sum of all three is large enough to render the grain
boundary brittle. We therefore conclude that Bi embrittle-
ment of the Cu grain boundary may be attributed to both the
host removal and substitutional structure mechanisms with
the relative weight of the latter increasing as the coverage
increases.

The effect of Na is strikingly similar to that of Bi �Table
IX�, especially for 1 ML coverage where not only the total
effect but even the contributions of each mechanism are al-
most identical. Hence everything said about Bi can be trans-
ferred to Na. At 0.5 ML, the fact that sodium atoms are
softer but larger �see Table VI� becomes noticeable with
some interesting consequences. The grain boundary expan-
sion and hence the SS contribution is smaller but the total
decrease of Wsep is larger for Na than for Bi. This is because
the CC contribution is almost zero. It would not be correct to
conclude that the bonding between Na and Cu is very weak
for the effect of CC at 1 ML is as large as for Bi. This is a
perfect demonstration of the effect of the compressed impu-
rity mechanism, which combines with the chemical contribu-
tion having opposite sign and nearly cancels it out.

Silver does not embrittle Cu grain boundaries, and indeed
we observe that the HR and CC contributions strongly domi-
nate but almost cancel each other �but see the caption of
Table IX�. At 0.5 ML the “loose” site is so attractive for a
slightly larger Ag atom that it binds there more strongly to
other host atoms than even Cu itself does, with negligible
grain boundary expansion. At 1 ML silver has to replace Cu
at “tight” sites. As a result, HR+CC changes sign and the
grain boundary expands. These combine to decrease Wsep by
a very small amount, which is insufficient to lead to em-
brittlement.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated atomic level mechanisms in the em-
brittlement of the �5�310��001� grain boundary in Cu by Bi

atoms. To this end, we did first-principles calculations of the
grain boundary with up to 1 ML of impurity atoms: Bi, Na,
and Ag. We had two principal aims.

�1� Our first aim was to settle the controversy concerning
whether embrittlement is a structural or an electronic effect.
We can reconcile our earlier claim in Ref. 13 for a structural
effect in the �19a grain boundary with apparently contradic-
tory results for the �5 grain boundary in Ref. 15 by new
calculations of the latter, which serve to reinforce the con-
clusions reached in Ref. 13. We believe the grain boundary
studied in Ref. 15 was not in fact embrittled.

In our view the notion that metallic bonds may be either
weakened or strengthened by charge transfer is not tenable.
Confusion has arisen because calculations supporting these
arguments were done using clusters of atoms.8,62 The effects
of screening by the metallic electron gas were thereby
excluded;11,63 furthermore, total energies were not calculated.
We do not on the other hand reject chemical effects, but as
we have shown, these strengthen not weaken a grain bound-
ary, at least in the case of substitutional impurities and when
defined here with respect to insertion into a vacant site as
opposed to replacement by a host atom.

�2� Our second aim was to unfold the complex character
of embrittlement by dividing the phenomenon into indepen-
dent constituents defined so that for any “cause of embrittle-
ment” there exists a satisfactory thought experiment that iso-
lates it. We then proceed to assess in terms of our numerical
data which of these constituents plays the more prominent
role.

Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows.
�1� Segregation of Bi to the �5 Cu grain boundary leads

to a reduction in its work of separation. We predict that at
least a monolayer will segregate resulting in a ductile to
brittle transition.

�2� We also predict Na to be nearly as good an embrittler
as Bi. A striking similarity between the embrittling propen-
sity of the free electron metal Na and semimetallic Bi
is strong evidence that the embrittlement is primarily a
structural effect.

�3� Ag is shown not to embrittle the grain boundary, in
agreement with experiment. In fact, at 0.5 ML it acts as a
modest cohesion enhancer at the �5 grain boundary. This is
really a size effect: the larger Ag atom fits well into the
“loose” site at the �5 grain boundary.

TABLE IX. The changes in Wsep �in J /m2� corresponding to substitutional structure �SS�, host removal
�HR�, and chemical+compressed impurity �CC� mechanisms as defined in Fig. 1. Negative numbers indicate
a decrease in Wsep. For Bi and Na, the HR mechanism provides the largest contribution. However, at 1 ML
its relative importance diminishes with the SS mechanism contributing nearly half of the overall decrease of
Wsep. The CC mechanism always acts so as to increase Wsep. For Ag, the dominant contributions come from
the HR and CC mechanisms, which are nearly compensating. �This is an almost trivial result. If we employed
Cu as the “impurity” then HR and CC would both be large and would exactly cancel, while SS would be
zero.�

Impurity

0.5 ML 1 ML

Total SS HR CC Total SS HR CC

Bi −1.20 −0.39 −1.15 0.34 −2.39 −1.25 −1.97 0.83

Na −1.35 −0.23 −1.15 0.03 −2.35 −1.25 −1.97 0.86

Ag 0.02 −0.04 −1.15 1.20 −0.51 −0.37 −1.97 1.83
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�4� We suggest an unambiguous, if not unique, thought
experiment applicable to both substitutional and interstitial
impurities, which allows one to quantify contributions to the
changes in Wsep coming from the following sources: �i�
depletion in the interface region �surface or grain boundary�
of host atoms �for substitutional impurities only�; �ii� stretch-
ing of the host-host bonds at the interface; and �iii� insertion
of the impurity into an empty site of prestretched interface.

We find the first mechanism to be mostly responsible for
the reduction of the work of separation of the boundary with
0.5 ML of Bi or Na. At 1 ML the boundary becomes brittle

due to the combined action of the first two mechanisms,
whereas the third mechanism acts in the opposite sense.
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